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Dear Shareholders,

I would start by welcoming all the shareholders to the 25th Annual General Meeting of

Lotus Eye Hospital and Institute Limited. The Fiscal year 2021-22 has been a roller

coaster year with the country witnessing Covid-19 pandemic in the first half of the

fiscal year. The second half of the fiscal has been more encouraging and enhanced the

prospects of growth compared to the first half.

The second wave of Covid-19 was disastrous and had affected people from different

strata of society. At this point my heart reaches to all those shareholders who lost their

dear ones due to this global catastrophe. The pandemic affected every sector of the

economy and service sector was no exception, as we speak today the economy has

recovered substantially from the losses it had incurred during the first half of the

Fiscal 2021-22 and the road ahead is positive. With the population getting vaccinated

on a greater pace the people have overcome the fear of Covid-19.

The Company has showed robust resilience during these tough times due to the

systems it had put in place when we were hit by the first wave of Covid-19. The

contribution of Management and Co-operation of employees during these tough times

played a vital role in overcoming the shortcomings we faced during the first wave of

COVID-19.

I would conclude by saying that the management along with the Board of Directors

have always strived to achieve excellence and contribute towards wealth creation for

shareholders who have always stood as a pillar behind the growth of the company.

CHAIRMAN SPEECH

Dr. Kavetha Sundaramoorthy
(Chairman)
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